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Using Laboratory Investigations to Aid
the Identification of Small Aromatic
Molecules in Water-Containing
Astrophysical Ices
Tara L. Salter†, James W. Stubbing†, Lorna Brigham and Wendy A. Brown*

Department of Chemistry, School of Life Sciences, University of Sussex, Brighton, United Kingdom

Monocyclic aromatic hydrocarbons such as benzene, toluene and xylene are thought to
play an important role as precursors to the formation of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
(PAHs) and their methylated counterparts in a range of astrophysical environments.
Benzene has been detected in two carbon rich objects and models have predicted
that it could also be present in the interstellar medium (ISM). It has hence been speculated
that small aromatic molecules are present in molecular clouds in the ISM, although they
have not been detected to date. If they are present in the ISM, they are likely to exist in
water-ice dominated icy mantles on the surface of dust grains.

We present a laboratory study of benzene, toluene and two xylene isomers (ortho- and
para-xylene) in the presence of water ice on a carbonaceous model dust grain surface
(highly oriented pyrolytic graphite, HOPG). Temperature programmed desorption (TPD)
shows how the desorption of the molecules is affected by the presence of water ice. The
importance of these data for astrophysical situations is demonstrated by the use of TPD-
derived kinetic parameters to generate a simple model of desorption in dense molecular
clouds on an astrophysical timescale. Since benzene, toluene and xylene have not been
detected in water-dominated icy mantles to date, desorption has been simulated in a
range of different water-containing environments to show the different behaviour expected
depending on ice composition. The simulations demonstrate how future observations of
aromatic molecules in dense molecular clouds at known temperatures could reveal which
environments the molecules are in. Data from these experiments are also used to predict
the behaviour of other, larger, aromatic molecules such as PAHs. Reflection absorption
infrared spectroscopy (RAIRS) is also used to record the infrared spectra of the small
molecules in different water ice configurations. These spectra can be used to aid
identification of these icy aromatics in future observations, such as those that will be
possible with the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST). In all cases, spectra of mixed
ices consisting of the aromatic molecule and amorphous water ice show evidence of
interactions between the water ice and the aromatic species.
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INTRODUCTION

In circumstellar and interstellar environments, monocyclic
aromatic molecules such as benzene, toluene and xylene are
thought to play an important role as precursors to the
formation of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and
their methylated counterparts (Frenklach and Feigelson, 1989;
Contreras and Salama, 2013). PAHs are ubiquitous in the
interstellar medium (ISM) where they account for up to 20%
of the galactic carbon and are believed to be carriers of the diffuse
interstellar bands (DIBs) and aromatic infrared bands (Tielens,
2008). Indeed, there is a large body of literature that focuses on
the gas phase infrared spectra of PAHs in a bid to aid the
assignments of the UIRs and DIBs to PAH spectra, see for
example (Mackie et al., 2015; Peeters et al., 2017; Mattioda
et al., 2020). PAH emission has also been detected in
protostellar disks (Geers et al., 2006) and in protoplanetary
nebulae (Cox et al., 2016). Fullerenes have also been
postulated in various regions of space (Cami et al., 2010;
Sellgren et al., 2010) and C60

+ has been confirmed as a carrier
of two DIBs (Campbell et al., 2015). In addition, methyl
derivatives of aromatic molecules are thought to be
responsible for the 3.4–3.6 µm unidentified infrared (UIR)
emission band, assigned to the vibrational excitation of the
CH3 stretch (Shan et al., 1991).

Gas phase benzene has been detected in two carbon-rich
objects (CRL 618 (Cernicharo et al., 2001) and SMP LMC 11
(Bernard-Salas et al., 2006)) at the transition between the
asymptotic giant branch (AGB) and planetary nebula stages.
In the circumstellar envelope of these protoplanetary nebulae,
complex organic chemistry (Blommaert et al., 2005), driven by
ultra-violet (UV) radiation and shocks, forms larger molecules
such as PAHs (Frenklach and Feigelson, 1989). Protoplanetary
nebulae are thought to have short lifetimes of around 1,000 years,
with benzene being produced within the first 500 years (Woods
et al., 2003).

Benzene formation is often thought to be the rate limiting step
in the formation of PAHs (Contreras and Salama, 2013). Benzene
synthesis routes have been proposed in dense interstellar clouds
(McEwan et al., 1999), protoplanetary nebulae (Woods et al.,
2002; Woods et al., 2003) and on dust grains in protostellar disks
(Woods and Willacy, 2007). Photodissociation of carbonaceous
grains in the ISM can also lead to the production of smaller PAHs
and benzene (Duley et al., 2014). Laboratory investigations of
benzene formation on icy mantles in the ISM from propargyl
alcohol (Sivaraman et al., 2014) and the ethynyl radical and 1,3-
butadiene (Jones et al., 2011) have also been undertaken. More
recent experiments have also shown that benzene can be
synthesised in the solid phase via galactic cosmic ray exposure
of low temperature acetylene ices on Titan’s surface (Abplanalp
et al., 2019). Gas-phase formation of toluene from the deuterated
ethynyl radical and isoprene has also been successful (Dangi et al.,
2013). Calculations on the formation of toluene from ethylene
and propylene (Kaiser et al., 2001) suggest that toluene, as well as
ortho- and para-xylene, should be present in the circumstellar
shell of CRL 618, although these molecules have not currently
been detected in space.

Although they have not yet been detected, it is thought that
PAHs and smaller aromatics such as benzene, toluene and xylene,
could also be present in water-dominated icy mantles on dust
grains in dense molecular clouds (Geers et al., 2009). Icy mantles
are comprised of up to 70%water, depending on the astrophysical
environment. Laboratory studies (Collings et al., 2004; Burke
et al., 2015) have shown that the dominant water component of
the ices has a large effect on the thermal processing behaviour of
these ices. In particular, smaller molecules such as CO and CO2

are trapped within the water ice beyond their natural sublimation
temperature and are released at the water amorphous to
crystalline phase transition (so called volcano desorption) or
when the bulk of the water desorbs from the surface
(codesorption) (Noble et al., 2012; Edridge et al., 2013;
Collings et al., 2014). Larger molecules such as benzene,
toluene and xylene are expected to give rise to complex
behaviour in the presence of water ice. In particular, the
ability of these molecules to both mix and phase separate in
the presence of water means that understanding their interactions
and thermal processing in the presence of water ice in
astrophysical conditions is important.

Previous experimental studies of the thermal processing of
benzene and water in model interstellar ices have used
temperature programmed desorption (TPD) (Souda, 2004;
Bahr and Kempter, 2007; Thrower et al., 2009) to quantify
benzene desorption. The interaction between benzene and
water ice at 24 K has also been probed using vacuum
ultraviolet and infrared spectroscopy (Dawes et al., 2018).
These results show that in mixed ices with water, benzene is
trapped above its natural desorption temperature until water
desorption begins. Recent theoretical studies using classical
molecular dynamics and quantum calculations have also
studied the interaction between a range of PAHs, including
benzene, and amorphous and crystalline water ice surfaces

FIGURE 1 | Schematic showing the structure of the four small aromatic
molecules, benzene, toluene, o-xylene and p-xylene.
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(Michoulier et al., 2018a; Michoulier et al., 2018b; Michoulier
et al., 2020) and have found that the crystalline water ice surface
gave higher adsorption energies for the PAHs than the
amorphous water ice surface. The calculations also showed
that there are fewer adsorption sites on the amorphous water
ice surface compared to on the crystalline water ice, leading to the
more rapid saturation of these sites by PAHs. Following
saturation, the PAHs then form clusters on the amorphous
water ice surface.

Here, we present a laboratory study of the thermal processing
of a series of monocyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, benzene,
toluene and two xylene isomers (ortho and para, o- and p-)
shown in Figure 1, on a carbonaceous model dust grain surface
(highly oriented pyrolytic graphite–HOPG). TPD is used to show
how the thermal behaviour of these molecules is affected by the
presence of water ice. The importance of these experimental
results for astrophysical situations is demonstrated by the
inclusion of kinetic parameters, derived from TPD data (Salter
et al., 2018), in a simple model of thermal processing and
desorption in dense molecular clouds on astrophysical
timescales. Since benzene, toluene and xylene have not been
detected in water-dominated icy mantles to date, desorption
has been simulated in a range of different water-containing
environments in order to show the different behaviours
depending on the ice composition. Infrared spectra have also
been recorded for a range of different ice configurations
consisting of the aromatic molecule and amorphous or
crystalline water ice. These spectra can potentially be used to
aid identification of these icy aromatics in future observations,
such as those that will be possible with the James Webb Space
Telescope (JWST). Finally, the data from these experiments using
small aromatic molecules is also used to predict the desorption

behaviour of other, larger, aromatic molecules such as PAHs. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first experimental
investigation of the temperature programmed desorption of
toluene and o- and p-xylene adsorbed in the presence of
amorphous solid water (ASW) and crystalline ice (CI) at
cryogenic temperatures.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experiments were performed in two stainless steel ultrahigh
vacuum (UHV) chambers. Benzene and toluene experiments
were undertaken in chamber 1 and xylene data were recorded
in chamber 2. A HOPG surface was used as a carbonaceous dust
grain analogue in both cases. The surface was cleaned before each
experiment by annealing to 250 K. Surface cleanness was
confirmed by the absence of any desorption products in TPD
experiments with no dose. A closed-cycle helium refrigerator was
used in both chambers to cool the sample to a base temperature of
between 25 and 30 K.

In order to study the effect of water ice on the adsorption and
desorption behaviour of benzene, toluene and xylene, model ices
were grown in situ on the HOPG surface. The ice configurations
investigated are shown in Figure 2 and comprise the molecule of
interest adsorbed in either a layered ice on top of ASW or CI or in
a mixed ice comprised of ASW and the aromatic molecule. The
different ice configurations allow the interactions of the aromatic
molecules with different types of water ice to be studied in detail.

Benzene (Sigma Aldrich, purity 99.9%), toluene (Sigma
Aldrich, purity 99.9%), p-xylene (Sigma Aldrich, purity
99.5%), o-xylene (Sigma Aldrich, purity 99.5%) and deionised
water were purified by repeated freeze-pump-thaw cycles. Ices
were grown on the HOPG surface via background deposition
using high-precision leak valves. Doses were recorded in
Langmuir (Lm) where 1 Lm � 10–6 mbar s. For the layered and
mixed ice systems, 50 Lm of water was deposited onto the HOPG
surface at base temperature to form ASW. This exposure gives a
water layer around 11 nm thick and was chosen to ensure
complete coverage of the HOPG surface, with no exposed
substrate. To form CI, the HOPG surface was either held at
135 K during deposition of water (chamber 1), or water was
deposited at base temperature and then annealed to 137 K for
3 min (chamber 2). Reflection absorption infrared spectroscopy
(RAIRS) was used to check the crystallinity of the water ice. For
the layered ices, exposures of 5–150 Lm were dosed, giving rise to
ice thicknesses of approximately 0.3–10 nm of the aromatic
molecule on top of the water ice. Mixed ices were co-
deposited from two high precision leak valves simultaneously.
The exact composition of the mixed ices was determined using
mass spectrometry recorded during dosing.

TPD experiments were carried out using a linear heating rate
of 0.5 K s−1. The desorbing gas phase species were recorded using
a quadrupole mass spectrometer (Hiden Analytical). Infrared
data were collected in the reflection mode using a Thermo-
Nicolet infrared spectrometer coupled to a liquid nitrogen
cooled mercury cadmium telluride detector. A spectrum
typically consists of the co-addition of 256 scans using a

FIGURE 2 | Schematic showing the different ice configurations
investigated. The ice configurations were (from top to bottom) layered ices
consisting of the aromatic molecule adsorbed on top of CI and on top of ASW
and binary mixtures of the aromatic molecule with ASW. The bottom
schematic shows the pure water system which was also studied to provide a
reference for the TPD data.
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resolution of 2 cm−1 for the xylene experiments and 4 cm−1 for
the benzene and toluene experiments.

RESULTS

Thermal Desorption Data
Figure 3 shows the results of TPD experiments for benzene,
toluene, o-xylene and p-xylene adsorbed on HOPG at 25–30 K in
different layered and mixed ices with water. Since water is the
main constituent of ices in a wide range of astrophysical
environments, it is important to look at the effect of water on
the small aromatic molecules investigated here. The spectra
shown in Figure 3 are for the aromatic molecules adsorbed in
layered ices on top of either CI or ASW and for mixed ices
consisting of 91% ASW and 9% of the aromatic molecule. In all

cases, similar amounts of the aromatic molecule are present in
each experiment: 5 Lm (∼0.2–0.3 nm) of the aromatic molecule is
adsorbed on top of 50 Lm (∼11 nm) of ASW or CI. The bottom
panel of Figure 3 shows a TPD spectrum for desorption of 11 nm
(50 Lm) of pure ASW from the HOPG surface for comparison. In
this spectrum, it is clear that there is a low temperature shoulder
on the leading edge, before the main water desorption peak. This
corresponds to the ASW to CI phase transition (Smith et al.,
1997). When the phase transition occurs, molecules that are
trapped within the ASW pore structure are released in what is
termed volcano desorption. This phenomenon has been observed
for many molecules (Collings et al., 2004; Burke and Brown,
2010). In all experiments, the amount of water on the surface was
kept constant to avoid any variations in the TPD spectra due to
differing amounts of water. For example, changing the amount of
water present would affect the desorption temperature and
amount trapped within the water ice pores and hence
desorbing during volcano and codesorption events.

It is clear from Figure 3 that the desorption of the aromatic
molecules is strongly affected by the presence of water ice and that
the exact ice configuration is very important. For adsorption on
CI, the behaviour of all four molecules is similar to that observed
for the molecules adsorbed directly on the HOPG surface,
reported previously (Salter et al., 2018). For o- and p-xylene in
particular, adsorption on CI does not affect the desorption of the
molecules in any noticeable way. For benzene and toluene, the
profile of the desorption of thin layers of the aromatic molecule
from the CI surface is similar to that from HOPG, although the
desorption temperature is slightly lower from CI than from
HOPG (∼6 K lower for benzene and ∼11 K lower for toluene),
suggesting a slightly weaker interaction with the CI surface than
with the bare HOPG surface.

The desorption of all four molecules from ASW layered and
mixed ices is very different to that from CI and shows the large
effect the presence of ASW can have on the desorption of these
molecules. For the layered ices, the TPD spectra for all of the
molecules (Figure 3) are dominated by volcano desorption that
occurs as the ASW to CI phase transition occurs. Codesorption is
also observed for all molecules, concurrent with the main
desorption peak of the water, with the amount of codesorption
increasing with increasing molecular size (Table 1). The
exception to this is p-xylene where the high temperature
codesorption peak is not assigned to the codesorption of the
molecule with water, but instead is assigned to the desorption of
the p-xylene from the surface of the HOPG following the
desorption of the bulk of the water (so called surface
desorption from HOPG–Table 1). This assignment was
confirmed by additional experiments where p-xylene was
layered on top of amorphous D2O. The peak temperature for
the desorption of D2O is ∼10 K higher than that of H2O (Smith
et al., 2011) and hence if the high temperature peak for p-xylene
was due to codesorption then it would shift up in temperature in
the presence of D2O. The peak position remains unchanged in the
presence of D2O, hence the assignment of the high temperature
p-xylene peak observed in the ASW layers to desorption directly
from the bare HOPG surface. The trapping of the aromatic
molecules benzene, toluene and o- and p-xylene by ASW, as

FIGURE 3 | TPD spectra of 5 Lm of benzene, toluene, o-xylene and
p-xylene in different ice configurations, shown in Figure 2, deposited on
HOPG between 25 and 30 K. From top to bottom: layered ices consisting of
the aromatic molecule adsorbed on top of 50 Lm CI, on top of 50 Lm
ASW, and binary mixtures of the aromatic molecule (9%) with ASW (total
55 Lm). The bottom panel shows the desorption of pure water from HOPG.
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shown in Figure 3, will clearly affect their desorption
characteristics in astrophysical ices. The trapping of benzene
in layered ASW ices has previously been observed by Thrower
et al. (2009). Experiments have not previously been reported in
the literature concerning the trapping of toluene and xylene
in ASW.

Although not clearly visible in Figure 3, benzene and toluene
also show the desorption of a small amount of the molecule
directly from the ASW surface. Figure 4 shows this effect more
clearly for benzene, where the assignments of each of the TPD
features for benzene from a layered ASW ice are also clearly
labelled. The exact amount of desorption of each type is shown in
Table 1, with benzene and toluene showing desorption from the
ASW surface as well as volcano and codesorption.

Figure 3 shows that the mixed ices show similar behaviour to
the layered ices, with volcano and codesorption being observed
for benzene, toluene and o-xylene, as for the layered ASW ices. As
for the layered ices, the high temperature peak for p-xylene is also
assigned to surface desorption from the HOPG surface following
the desorption of the bulk of the water ice. For benzene and
toluene, the desorption behaviour of layered and mixed ices is

very similar, with similar proportions of the molecules desorbing
as volcano and codesorption events as shown in Table 1.
However, Figure 3 and Table 1 clearly show that for the
o-xylene isomer the proportion of the molecule desorbing as
so-called volcano desorption is considerably reduced in themixed
ice compared to in the layered ice. It is likely that this difference
between benzene/toluene and o-xylene is due to the smaller size
of the benzene and toluene compared to the xylene molecule,
which means that they are more mobile when the ice is heated.
For p-xylene, the behaviour in the layered and mixed ices is also
very similar, with the p-xylene not being influenced very much by
the presence of water ice. Regardless of the subtleties of the
behaviour of the individual ice configurations, it is clear that the
desorption of all of the ices is different in the presence of
amorphous and crystalline water ice.

Infrared Data
Infrared data were also recorded for the layered and mixed ices.
Infrared data can be of use for comparing with measured
observational data (such as that which will be recorded by
JWST in the future) and hence for helping to identify the
nature and environment of astrophysical ices. Figure 5 shows
surface infrared spectra for the four aromatic molecules in the
pure ice and in a binary mixed ice with ASW. All data are
recorded at base temperature (25–30 K) and show the changes in
the infrared spectra that arise due to the presence of water ice. For
the pure ices, band assignments have been previously made
(Salter et al., 2018) and are not given here. For toluene, p- and
o-xylene the spectra shown are those for a 1:1 mixture of the
aromatic molecule with ASWwhich corresponds to 50 Lm of each
species (11 nm ASW thickness plus ∼3 nm of the aromatic).
Whilst these ice concentrations are considerably larger than
those likely to be found in astrophysical environments, this
mixture is shown as it exhibits a good signal to noise ratio in
the spectra. Lower percentage ices were also investigated and all
show the same infrared spectra. For benzene, ices with lower
percentages of the aromatic molecule show different spectra
compared to those at higher percentages. Hence the benzene
mixed ice spectrum seen in Figure 5 corresponds to a 15%
mixture of benzene with ASW, with a total ASW and benzene
thickness of around 60 nm (300 Lm total dose). For all of the
aromatic molecules studied, the pure ice spectrum shown in

TABLE 1 | The percentage of each desorption component from ASW mixed and layered ices containing mostly water and a small amount of the aromatic molecule of
interest. The percentages are calculated from the integrated areas under the TPD peaks (9–17% data for the mixed ices, and up to 10 Lm of the molecule on a 50 Lm layer
of ASW).

Molecule Surface desorption
from ASW

Volcano with
ASW

Co-desorption with CI Surface desorption
from HOPG

Mixture benzene 14% 77% 9% —

toluene 11% 67% 22% —

o-xylene — 20% 80% —

p-xylene — 29% — 71%
Layer benzene 13% 70% 17% —

toluene 13% 64% 23% —

o-xylene — 45% 55% —

p-xylene — 31% — 69%

FIGURE 4 | TPD spectrum of 5 Lm of benzene adsorbed in a layered
configuration on top of 50 Lm ASW, showing the assignment of each TPD
feature.
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Figure 5 for comparison is for the same amount of the molecule
as is present in the mixed ice to prevent any coverage effects
affecting the comparisons.

For benzene, the spectra in Figure 5 show a small blue shift of
the C�C aromatic mode in the presence of ASW, from
1,479 cm−1 to 1,481 cm−1, due to the interaction of the
benzene ring with ASW. This observation is in agreement
with that of Thrower et al. (2009), who saw evidence of
hydrogen bonding between benzene and ASW. A similar blue
shift is also seen in Figure 5 for the C�C mode of toluene, from
1,495 cm−1 for pure toluene to 1,497 cm−1 for toluene in the
mixed ice and this blue shift can again be assigned to an
interaction between the toluene and the ASW. As seen in
Figure 5 for p-xylene, a similar small blue shift is seen in the
C�C aromatic mode (1,517 cm−1 for pure p-xylene and
1,518 cm−1 for p-xylene in the ASW mixture). However, a
larger shift is seen for the CH3 modes at 1,445 cm−1 and
1,041 cm−1 for pure p-xylene. These modes blue shift to
1,450 cm−1 and 1,045 cm−1, respectively, in the presence of
ASW, suggesting a larger interaction between the CH3

groups of the xylene and the ASW than between the benzene
ring on the xylene and the ASW. The same effect is also observed
for o-xylene (Figure 5), with the C�C modes at 1,489 cm−1 and

1,470 cm−1 shifting very little, if at all, in the presence of ASW.
However, as seen for p-xylene, the CH3 modes at 1,445 cm−1 and
1,024 cm−1 for the pure o-xylene are blue shifted by 2–3 cm−1 in
the presence of ASW, again suggesting that the interaction
between the o-xylene and the ASW occurs primarily via the
CH3 groups.

DISCUSSION AND ASTROPHYSICAL
IMPLICATIONS
Dense Molecular Clouds and Simple Model
of Desorption From Astrophysical Ices
PAHs are ubiquitous in the ISM in the gas phase and it is also
very likely they will be present in icy dust grain mantles
(Allamandola et al., 1999). In dense molecular clouds, ice
mantles on dust grains will be subject to many types of
radiation, including UV and proton radiation. Ruiterkamp
et al., 2005 have shown that the half-life of benzene within
ice mantles of H2O, CO and CO2, subject to UV and proton
radiation, is larger than the average lifetime for dense
clouds. It is therefore possible that aromatic molecules on
dust grains could survive into the hot core phase. Assuming

FIGURE 5 | RAIR spectra of 50 Lm pure aromatic ices, and binary mixed aromatic and ASW ices, deposited between 25 and 30 K. For toluene, o-xylene and
p-xylene, the spectra are for a 1:1 mixture of the aromatic molecule with ASW, 100 Lm total. The benzene spectrum is a 15% mixture with ASW, 300 Lm total. The left-
hand panel shows benzene and toluene, top and bottom respectively, in the region between 1,530 and 1,430 cm−1, which contains the aromatic C�C stretching modes.
The right-hand panels show p-xylene and o-xylene, top and bottom respectively. These show the regions between 1,550 and 1,420 cm−1, which contains the
aromatic C�C stretching and methyl deformation modes, and the region between 1,070 and 1,000 cm−1 which contain the methyl rocking modes.
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that this is the case, it is hence important to understand
the temperature at which they are released into the gas phase.

We can model the astrophysical desorption processes
occurring in these regions, based on our experimental
data. Although it is not a comprehensive model, it is able
to give estimates of desorption temperatures and timescales
under interstellar conditions. However, several assumptions
need to be made to ensure that the results are astrophysically
relevant. These concern the heating rate and sample
thickness.

The simple model we employ is based on that of (Viti et al.,
2004) and uses information gained from TPD spectra using
leading edge analysis (Burke and Brown, 2010). We are able to
extract the desorption order, desorption energy and the pre-
exponential factor with the aid of the Polanyi-Wigner
equation:

rdes � − dθ
dt

� ]θnexp( − Edes

RT
)

where ] is the pre-exponential factor, θ is the surface coverage,
n is the desorption order, Edes is the desorption energy, t is
time, R is the gas constant and T is the temperature. This
equation is also used to find the rate of desorption in the
model. TPD spectra are used to derive values for the kinetic
parameters n, Edes and ]. Kinetic parameters for benzene,
toluene, o-xylene and p-xylene relevant to the models in this
publication, as well as for ASW and CI (Fraser et al., 2001), are
given in Table 2. More details of the data analysis of the
systems described in the results section are given elsewhere
(Salter et al., 2018).

Laboratory experiments occur on a much shorter
timescale than processes in the ISM. Also, in the
laboratory a linear timescale is used, 0.5 Ks−1. However, a
non-linear heating rate is much more appropriate for
astrophysical environments. To simulate the thermal
processing of ices in the interstellar medium, in the
vicinity of hot cores, we use the heating rate described in
the equation below (Viti et al., 2004):

T � AtB

where T is the temperature of a star, t the time in years, and A and
B are constants that depend on the temperature and mass of the

star. For a 5 M◉ star, A � 4.856 × 10–2 and B � 0.6255 (Viti et al.,
2004). In this paper we use 5 M◉ in our model since the two
environments where benzene has been detected, CRL 618
(Cernicharo et al., 2001) and SMP LMC 11 (Bernard-Salas
et al., 2006), are both in the transition stage between AGB and
protoplanetary nebulae surrounding stars between 1 and
10 M◉. PAH emission has also been detected towards T
Tauri and Herbig Ae/Be stars which are up to 8 M◉ (Geers
et al., 2006). The thickness of the ice mantle on the dust grain is
also an important consideration in the model. Based on
estimates of ices accreted on dust grains, a suitable
thickness to use for interstellar ices is 0.3 µm which
corresponds to 9.5 × 1021 molecules m−2 (Brown and
Bolina, 2007). This is much thicker than the ices in our
laboratory experiments.

It is very unlikely that icy mantles would consist of only one
molecule, especially if the molecule in question is one of the
aromatics studied here. Instead, aromatic molecules would exist
in small fractions (approximately 1% of the total) amongst a rich
molecular composition. Water is one of the most abundant
molecules on dust grains (van Dishoeck et al., 2013) and has
been observed in CRL 618 (Herpin and Cernicharo, 2000),
therefore it is important to consider how these molecules

TABLE 2 | Kinetic parameters derived from experimental data and used in the
model for astrophysical ices. Parameters for benzene, toluene and p-xylene
are those reported by Salter et al. (2018) and ASW and CI are those reported by
Fraser et al. (2001).

Molecule Desorption energy
(Edes)

Desorption
order

Pre-exponential
factor

K kJ
mol−1

(n) (ν)/mol m−2 s−1

benzene 5,473 45.5 0.18 2.6 × 1033

toluene 5,725 47.6 0.37 3.3 × 1031

p-xylene 7,157 59.5 0.14 3.6 × 1035

ASW 5,605 46.6 0.01 1.0 × 1034

CI 5,761 47.9 0.01 1.0 × 1034

FIGURE 6 | Gas phase concentration profiles for 1% of benzene,
toluene, o-xylene and p-xylene in different water ice configurations, using
astrophysical timescales for a 5 M◉ star. The top panel shows the data from a
layered CI ice, the middle panel from a layered ASW ice, and the bottom
from a mixed ASW ice.
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would behave in a water-rich ice mantle. As discussed in the
results section, the particular ice environment affects the
desorption temperature and profile of these aromatic
molecules and hence the same effects would be expected to be
present for ices in an astrophysical environment.

The simplest of the aromatic-water ice systems is the aromatic
molecule on top of a layer of CI. To model the desorption of the
aromatic molecule in this environment, the kinetic parameters for
multilayer desorption of the relevant molecule from HOPG are
used (Salter et al., 2018), given in Table 2. Although the aromatic
molecule only accounts for 1% of the total ice, this still equates to
9.5 × 1019 molecules m−2 which is in the multilayer regime,
therefore it is appropriate to use kinetic parameters for multilayer
desorption. Multilayer desorption is also independent of the
substrate and therefore values for desorption from HOPG
(Salter et al., 2018) are appropriate. The top panel of Figure 6
shows the results of the simulation for a layer of the aromatic
molecule on top of a thick (approximately 0.3 µm) layer of CI. It is
clear that only one desorption event is observed in this system.
The temperatures at which the molecules desorb on astrophysical
timescales is much lower than the desorption temperatures
observed in the laboratory. In the top panel of Figure 6,
benzene and toluene have both completely desorbed by 86 K,
and the xylene isomers desorb at 103 and 106 K, for o- and
p-xylene respectively. This is in contrast to laboratory data where
desorption temperatures for the four aromatic molecules on CI
range from 131 K for benzene to 152 K for p-xylene, Figure 3.

To simulate how an aromatic ice in layered and mixed ASW
systems would behave we have to account for how much of the
desorption is due to surface, volcano and co-desorption events.
The percentage of each desorption component, taken from the
integrated areas under the TPD peaks, is given in Table 1. For the
mixed ice systems, these were calculated using data for 9–17%
mixtures of the molecule in ASW. For the molecule on top of an
ASW layer, these values were calculated using data for the lowest
exposures (up to 10 Lm) of the molecule adsorbed on top of a
50 Lm layer of ASW. From Table 1, and from the data in Figure 3,
we can see that volcano desorption is dominant in layered and
mixed ices for both benzene and toluene, accounting for between
64 and 77%, whereas it accounts for a smaller proportion of the
xylene isomer desorption. To model the components of the ice
which are due to volcano and co-desorption we use the kinetic
parameters for ASW and CI (Fraser et al., 2001), given in Table 2.
To model the surface component of desorption from ASW in the
interstellar ice, the kinetic parameters for multilayer desorption of
the molecule from HOPG are used, as for layered CI ices.

The middle and bottom panels of Figure 6 show the results of
the simulation for 1% of the aromatic molecules in an ASW layered
and mixed ice, respectively. The mixed and layered ices show
similar profiles with only subtle differences, which are due to the
contributions from each desorption event, given in Table 1. The
desorption temperatures for the molecules in layered ASW and
mixed ices, like the CI layered ices, are much lower for
astrophysical timescales compared to those observed in the
laboratory. However, unlike CI layered ices, several desorption
events are observed and these correspond to the equivalent events
observed in the experimental data, as described earlier. Benzene

and toluene desorb in three phases corresponding to pure ice
desorption, volcano desorption with ASW and co-desorption with
CI. A large proportion of benzene and toluene is not released until
volcano desorption occurs between 97 and 104 K, due to the
molecules being trapped in the water ice pores. This is in
contrast to the behaviour of benzene and toluene in layered CI
systems, which desorb at lower temperatures (approximately 20 K
earlier) and on shorter timescales. The xylene isomers exhibit two
desorption events, as detailed in Table 1. They also begin to desorb
at later times, and higher temperatures, approximately 40,000 years
later than benzene and toluene. The gas phase profiles of the xylene
isomers are quite similar, with the two desorption events occurring
at similar temperatures. In all three environments, the temperature
and timescale difference between benzene and toluene and the two
xylene isomers is quite pronounced, showing how the small change
inmolecular weight can have a large impact on thermal desorption.
In the ASW layered and mixed ices, the xylene isomers remain
trapped in the icy mantles on dust grains for longer timescales and
until higher temperatures, compared to benzene and toluene.

These simulations demonstrate how future observations of
aromatic molecules in dense molecular clouds at known
temperatures, or times, could reveal information about the
environment that the aromatic molecules are found in.
Although real astrophysical ices will be much more
complicated than binary ices, the model still provides a useful
comparison. If gas-phase benzene and toluene are detected at
earlier times, this would imply that they come from layered CI
systems. The behaviour of the aromatic molecules in ASW
layered and mixed ice systems are only subtly different and so
it may be difficult to identify which of these two environments
they are in. The desorption profile of p-xylene is similar for all
three studied systems, therefore it would also be difficult to
distinguish which environment it is in.

Categorisation of Molecules
In Thermal desorption data we showed how small changes in
molecular weight and structure can affect the thermal desorption
behaviour of small aromatic molecules, especially in the presence
of water ice. Previously introduced categories based on the
thermal desorption behaviour of small volatile molecules
(Collings et al., 2004) and complex organic molecules (COMs)
(Burke et al., 2015) in water-rich ices can also be used to classify
the aromatic molecules studied here. These categorisations help
us to understand different molecular types within a wider context
and also help towards developing models for molecules in
astrophysical environments.

The original classifications of (Collings et al., 2004) were CO-
like, water-like, or intermediate species. These show volcano and
co-desorption as well as monolayer and multilayer desorption, a
single co-desorption event, and volcano and co-desorption with a
small monolayer, respectively. More recently introduced
classifications (Burke et al., 2015) are described as complex
intermediate or complex water-like species. Complex
intermediate species are defined by their weak interaction with
water, resulting in mainly volcano desorption with small amounts
of co-desorption and other additional events. These species also
have a lower desorption temperature in pure ice than water. On
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the other hand, complex water-like species have higher
desorption temperatures in pure ices due to their ability to
form hydrogen bonds. In mixed ices, co-desorption is the
principal event due to limited trapping within the water ice.
For higher percentages of the molecule within a mixed ice, the
crystallisation of water ice itself may be affected.

In mixed water-ice systems, benzene and toluene behave as
complex intermediate species; they are dominated by volcano
desorption due to the trapping of the molecule within the pore
network of ASW, and exhibit only a weak interaction with water.
They also have small monolayer and co-desorption events. The
behaviour of the xylene isomers is more difficult to assign, as they
behave partly as complex intermediate and partly as complex
water-like molecules. Due to their size, they are not able to
penetrate the ASW pore network to the same extent as benzene
and toluene. However volcano desorption is still observed.

The polarity and size of aromatic molecules clearly has an
effect on their desorption in the presence of H2O and hence on
their categorisation. However, for binary mixtures containing
only a few percent of the aromatic molecule, size rather than
polarity is the dominant factor. We predict that as the number of
aromatic rings increases, it will be more difficult for the molecule
to be trapped within the water ice. The size of the volcano
desorption peak will decrease and the thermal desorption
behaviour will be dominated by a single desorption event,
either coincident with water or occurring at a higher
temperature. Currently, we are not able to confirm our
predictions as there have been no TPD studies on larger
aromatic molecules in water ices. However, TPD data of pure
naphthalene, coronene, ovalene and fullerene adsorbed onto an
HOPG surface show that as the size of the PAH increases so does
the desorption temperature and binding energy (Zacharia et al.,
2004; Ulbricht et al., 2006). This is a trend that we have also
observed in our data, shown in Table 2.

Using Infrared Spectra to Identify the Ice
Environment
The data in Figure 5 show that the infrared spectra of the
aromatic molecules studied here are all affected by the
presence of water ice, showing evidence of interactions
between the molecules and the water ice. This is in
agreement with recent theoretical studies which have shown
evidence for the changing vibrational signature of PAHs on
water ice (Clark and Benoit, 2019). This interaction between
the aromatic molecule and the water ice most likely occurs via
the dangling OH species which are found on the ASW surface,
as shown by Michoulier et al. (2020). Whilst infrared spectra
for the aromatic molecules investigated here are unchanged in
the presence of CI, bands are shifted in the presence of ASW as
seen in Figure 5 and described in Infrared data. Hence with the
high infrared spectral resolution expected with JWST it is
anticipated that it will be possible to determine whether
aromatic molecules such as those investigated here are
found in environments containing CI or ASW.

CONCLUSION

We have studied the thermal desorption behaviour of four small
aromatic molecules, benzene, toluene, o-xylene and p-xylene, in the
presence of water on layered CI and ASW ices, and in a mixed ASW
ice. TPD results show that the desorption behaviour of these four
molecules is strongly affected by the particular water ice environment.
In binary layered ASW and mixed ASW ices, all four molecules are
trapped to some extent in theASW ice, and therefore their desorption
is dictated by the water ice. The desorption of the aromatic molecules
from a CI layer shows only one desorption event, with benzene and
toluene desorbing before CI, and the xylene isomers desorbing at a
similar temperature to CI. Based on the experimental data, a simple
thermal desorption model of benzene, toluene and xylene in
interstellar ices has been simulated utilising astrophysical
timescales. The temperatures and timescales of the gas phase
concentration of the aromatic molecules derived from the
simulation could help aid the identification of the environment
the molecules are found in. Gas phase benzene and toluene from
layered CI ices will be detected at lower temperatures and on shorter
timescales than from ASW containing ice configurations. In
comparison, the xylene isomers may be detected at higher
temperatures and on longer timescales. Information about the ice
environment can also be obtained from infrared data, andmay offer a
useful comparison for measured observational data. RAIRS shows
that the presence of ASW affects the infrared spectra of the aromatic
molecules, with differences observed for the mixed ices compared to
those in layered configurations.
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